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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 This Planning Statement has been prepared by Pegasus Group on behalf of 

Naturalis Energy Developments Ltd (The Applicant) to support a planning 

application for a solar farm, electric vehicle charging station and battery storage 

together with associated equipment and infrastructure on Land South of Blandford 

Hill (A354), Winterbourne Whitechurch, Blandford Forum, Dorset, near DT11 0AA 

known as the Blandford Hill Eco Hub proposal (The Application Site). 

Proposed Development 

1.2 This application seeks full Planning Permission to co-locate a ground-mounted solar 

photovoltaic (PV) development, an Electric Vehicle (EV) charging station and a 

battery storage system, with the following Description of Development: 

“Construction of a Solar Farm together with all associated 

works, equipment and necessary infrastructure to include 

batteries alongside an Electric Vehicle Charging Station 

with parking, means of access, landscaping and 

associated development”. 

1.3 The Proposed Development would have an installed generating capacity of circa 

(c.) 15MWp and c.3MW battery storage. Planning Permission is sought for a 

temporary period of 40 years from the date of first exportation of electricity from 

the site.   

1.4 A defining feature of the Proposed Development is the co-location of three 

complementary energy infrastructure elements. These elements allow for the 

generation, storage and local use of low carbon electricity as a result of the 

proposed solar farm, battery storage facility and EV charging hub, respectively.  

This co-location brings multiple benefits including optimised use of the grid 

connection (which allows export from and import to the project), reduced losses 

(by using a proportion of the electricity on site, avoiding distribution losses) and 

grid services (with the battery storage project able to respond with split-second 

timing to assist with grid management). 

Screening Opinion 

1.5 A Screening Opinion request was submitted to Dorset Council in January 2021. The 

Screening Opinion adopted (reference: P/ESC/2021/00237) by Dorset Council on 

17th February 2021 confirmed that the Proposed Development is considered to fall 

within the criteria and thresholds of Class 3a 'Industrial installations for the 

production of electricity' of Schedule 2 of the Town and Country Planning 
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Environmental Impact Regulations 2017 (as amended). However, based on the 

details provided the proposed development is not likely to result in significant 

environmental impacts and therefore an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

is not required to be submitted with this application. 

Planning Application Documents 

1.6 The planning application submission comprises the following: 

• Application Form and Notices; 

• Detailed drawings of associated buildings, equipment and plant proposed as 

well as the proposed site layout, including indicative planting plan; 

• Design and Access Statement; 

• Planning Statement; 

• Statement of Community Involvement; 

• Retail Note; 

• Economic Benefits Statement; 

• Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA); 

• Ecological Assessment Report; 

• Drainage and Flood Risk Assessment; 

• Heritage Assessment; 

• Arboricultural Impact Assessment; 

• Agricultural Land Classification Report;  

• Noise Assessment; 

• Transport Statement; and 

• Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP). 

1.7 This Statement takes the following form: 

• Section 2 provides a description of the application site and its immediate 

surrounding context; 

• Section 3 outlines the relevant planning history of the application site; 

• Section 4 describes the various elements of the Proposed Development; 
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• Section 5 summarises planning policy and guidance relevant to the 

consideration of the planning application for the Proposed Development; 

• Section 6 outlines the statement of need for an EV charging station 

nationally and locally; 

• Section 7 outlines the key benefits that would be experienced from the 

Proposed Development being granted planning permission and becoming 

operational;    

• Section 8 undertakes consideration of the effects of the development 

against planning policy requirements and considers the planning balance; 

and 

• Section 9 provides a summary and conclusion of the planning statement.  
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2.0 APPLICATION SITE AND CONTEXT 

2.1 The Application Site is described as Land South of Blandford Hill (A354), 

Winterborne Whitechurch, Blandford Forum, Dorset, near DT11 0AA. The site is 

centred on co-ordinates: X: 384364, Y: 100384. 

2.2 The site is wholly within the Dorset Council administrative area and within the 

Winterborne Whitechurch Parish area. 

2.3 The site forms four fields presently in agricultural use with mature and established 

boundary vegetation which would, alongside a scheme of landscaping to be 

developed, fully or partially screen the development proposals from nearby public 

viewpoints. The River Winterborne lies c.650m to the west of the site. Blandford 

Hill (A354) lies immediately to the north of the Application Site and would form the 

means of site access. The Site Layout retains site boundaries and includes 

significant buffers to the established site boundary vegetation and the A354, as 

well as accommodating site-specific constraints. 

2.4 It is noted that there are a number of Heritage Assets in close proximity to the site. 

These include the Scheduled Monuments of prehistoric bowl barrows (south and 

east of the site, List IDs: 1014852, 1014853 and 1013788), a Scheduled Monument 

of deserted medieval village at West Farm (approximately 800m south west of the 

site, List ID: 1002378) together with the Grade II Listed West Farmhouse (List ID: 

1118542) and Grade II Listed milestone (immediately north of the site on the A354, 

List ID: 1118536). Winterborne Whitechurch forms a Conservation Area 

(approximately 380m to the west of the site) which includes the Grade I Listed 

Church of St Mary (north-west of the site at a distance of c. 900m, List ID: 

1118538). Whatcombe House is Grade II* Listed (and lies c. 1km north of the site, 

List ID: 1118543). 

2.5 The site is situated approximately 295 metres, at its closest point, from the Dorset 

Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) (north of the site) and 6.7km from the 

Cranborne Chase AONB (east of the site). The site is within the South Blandford 

Downs (12B) Open Chalk Downland landscape character type and area of North 

Dorset. 

2.6 There are no International or European designated sites (Ramsar, Special 

Protection Area or Special Areas of Conservation) within the site or in close 

proximity of the site.  

2.7 In terms of local designations, the Application Site does lie within the SSSI Impact 
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Risk Zone for Higher Houghton SSSI (approximately 4.3km north-west of the site) 

and the Black Hill Heath SSSI, Dorset Heaths SAC, Dorset Heathlands SPA and 

Ramsar site (approximately 5.5km to the south of the site). In addition, the 

Bryanston SSSI lies approximately 7km north-east of the site. 

2.8 There are no Public Rights of Way within the main part of the development site. 

Footpath E32/6 runs broadly east-west along the southern boundary of the site 

between the site and East Farm. The cable route crosses footpath E32/6 and runs 

alongside footpath E32/7, appropriate measures will be put in place during the 

construction phase to manage this. Footpath E32/7 is approximately 516 metres 

west of the Application Site and, together with a proposed permissive footpath, this 

would provide access to the shop/café forming part of the development.  

2.9 The site itself forms Flood Zone 1 land (i.e., land with the least probability of 

flooding), land near River Winterborne (east of the site) forms the closest Flood 

Zone 2 and 3 land. 

2.10 According to the Natural England 1:250,000 scale Agricultural Land Classification 

Map for the south west region (2010) the site is identified as undifferentiated Grade 

3 'Good to Moderate' land. A more detailed assessment of the ALC within the 

Application Site (included at Appendix 3 of the Planning Statement) identifies it as 

comprising c. 80% Grade 3a and c. 20% Grade 3b.  Grade 3a is described as “best 

and most versatile” land and development on such land therefore needs to be 

carefully considered (this matter is considered in relation to the proposal in section 

2.9 of the Design and Access Statement).   

2.11 In terms of planning policy designations, the Application Site is located outside of 

the settlement boundary for Winterborne Whitechurch within open countryside (see 

Appendix 1). The Application Site is not allocated for any form of development and 

is not within a 'designated' Neighbourhood Area in which a Neighbourhood Plan is 

being prepared.  

2.12 The attached Environmental Designations Plan (Appendix 2) demonstrates the 

proximity of the site to environmental designations as discussed above.  
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3.0 PLANNING HISTORY OF THE APPLICATION SITE 

3.1 The application has been informed by a comprehensive pre-application process 

between November 2020 and February 2021 during which time advice was sought 

from and provided by Dorset Council, including from: 

• an Area Planning Manager; 

• a Senior Planning Officer; 

• the Senior Landscape Officer; 

• the Senior Conservation Officer; 

• the Natural Environment Team; and 

• the Highways Department. 

 

3.2 The most relevant planning history for the Application Site can be summarised as 

follows: 

Reference Description of 

Development 

Decision Date 

P/ESC/2021/ 

00237 

Request for EIA Screening 

Opinion under Section 6 of the 

Town and Country Planning 

(Environmental Impact 

Assessment) Regulations 2017 

(as amended) to construct an 

electric vehicle charging 

station (including sui generis 

and Class E uses) with all 

associated development, 

together with a solar farm and 

batteries, access from the 

A354 and all associated 

equipment and necessary 

infrastructure. 

Determined 

EIA not 

required. 

17/02/2021 

2/2014/0768/ 

PAEIA 

Install 4 No. wind turbines 

(with a maximum height from 

existing ground level to blade 

tip of 125 metres). Construct 

permanent ancillary 

development comprising site 

access tracks, permanent 

crane hardstanding areas and 

external switchgear buildings 

for each turbine, 1 No. 

substation, and underground 

onsite electrical cabling. Form 

temporary construction 

compound and laydown area, 

and temporary secondary 

Application 

Refused. 

17/03/2015 
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crane hardstanding areas for 

each turbine. 

2/2014/0007/ 

PLNG 

Request for EIA Scoping 

Opinion under EIA Regulations 

2011 to erect up t0 4 No. 

wind turbines (tip height up to 

130m) with switchgear 

buildings, sub-station, crane 

hardstanding areas, access 

tracks, underground electric 

cabling, and temporary 

construction compound and 

laydown area. 

Determined 

ES 

proposed 

approach 

and topics 

acceptable.  

07/02/2014 
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4.0 DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS 

4.1 This application seeks Planning Permission for the construction of a solar farm with 

a capacity of c. 15MWp alongside an Electric Vehicle Charging Station, together 

with all associated works, equipment and necessary infrastructure including battery 

storage with a capacity of c. 3MW.  

4.2 The Proposed Development is the result of an iterative design process which is 

summarised in the accompanying Design and Access Statement (DAS).  

Electric Vehicle (EV) Charging Station 

4.3 The inclusion of an EV Charging Station is an innovative form of co-located 

technology with only a few other comparable examples in the country and is a 

response to an identified regional 'gap' in charging infrastructure. This element of 

the scheme would comprise: 

• Construction of a new access off the existing layby to the south of the A354 

to modern highway standards (Note: This access will also be utilised for the 

construction and later operation of the Solar Farm (and batteries) as well as 

public access to the EV Charging Station). This access will serve the entire 

site and will be connected to an internal road linking the EV charging station, 

parking and public rest facilities within the site; 

• Under a covered (single storey in height) walkway and canopy up to 6 ultra-

rapid (up to 350kW) and 6 rapid (43-100kW) charging points. In addition, 

up to 7 additional EV charging points would be provided for users of the 

parking bays on the site; comprising a combination of 22kW Alternating 

Current (AC) chargers and Tesla “super-chargers”. In total, this would 

provide the ability to charge up to 19 EVs at any one time. All charging 

points would be configured for use by any type of modern, light-duty EV 

and they would not be restricted to one EV manufacturer (save for the 

proprietary Tesla super-chargers); 

• Public rest facilities including public conveniences, a small café, shop and 

seating area within a single storey building located to the west of the 

covered walkway and canopy. This will provide approximately 830sqm 

floorspace with a mix of Use Classes (1987 Use Class 'A1', 'A3', 'D2' and 

'Other'/'Sui Generis'. 2020 Use Class (subject to legislation) 'E' and 'Sui 

Generis'). The café building within the EV charging station area measures 

27.4 x 30.4m, the height of the northern elevation is 5.06m and slopes to 
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the southern elevation which has a height if 3.88m. A small outdoor sitting 

area is located along the western and southern side of the café building; 

• Up to 27 parking spaces (some available for EV charging) located to the 

south of the EV Charging Station, including spaces for vehicles driven by 

disabled drivers; 

• 3 parking spaces for HGVs (to adequately replace the parking available to 

HGVs in the existing layby that will be replaced with the access to the 

Application Site); 

• Hardstanding and vehicle manoeuvring space together with pavements for 

pedestrian use; 

• Outdoor seating; and 

• Boards showing information about the proposal. 

4.4 An underground grid connection would be installed to connect the project to the 

local electricity grid at the existing Winterborne Kingston sub-station on West 

Street approximately 1 mile south of the project. 

4.5 The development would co-locate the EV Charging Station with a ground mounted 

solar farm and a battery storage facility. 

Solar Arrays and Supporting Equipment 

4.6 The solar farm would consist of solar Photovoltaic (PV) panels placed on a simple 

metal framework (‘table’) which is pile driven into the ground, avoiding the need 

for substantive foundations. The arrays are arranged in rows, allowing for boundary 

landscaping, perimeter fencing and access. The PV panels will be laid out in rows 

across the site in east-west orientation, to face the south at approximately 20 

degrees from the horizontal to maximise efficiency, with a maximum height not 

exceeding 3m. The arrays are spaced to minimise any shadowing effects from one 

panel to another with topography dictating exact row spacing (spacing can range 

between approximately 4m and 6.5 metres). The arrangement of the solar PV 

panels themselves will either be 3 in portrait or 6 in landscape, as shown on the 

submitted drawings. 

4.7 The Solar Farm element of the development will also comprise the installation of: 

• A pre-fabricated Distribution Network Operator (DNO) Switching Station 

building, which would be single storey in height and 4.3m (W) x 10m (L); 

• A pre-fabricated Client Switching Station building would be located near to 
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the DNO Switching Station building and would also be single storey in height 

and 4.3m (W) x 10m (L); 

• A marshalling kiosk sited within the solar farm, of single storey height and 

2.5m (W) x 6m (L);  

• A number of inverter/transformers, of single storey height, would be located 

across the site with there likely being at least one in each field/parcel; 

• A CCTV system, using cameras mounted on freestanding columns up to 4m 

in height, within the site boundary (looking inwards) would be installed 

around the site’s perimeter; 

• It is proposed that a 2m high security deer fence will be installed around 

the edge of the site. Badger friendly/small mammal access points will be 

prescribed at various locations along the fencing to allow the passage of 

wildlife across the site; 

• Associated access tracks, a minimum width of 3.5m across the site 

(connecting inverter/transformer units and the DNO/Client Switching 

Station buildings); 

• Storage container for spare parts; 

• Relevant communications and monitoring equipment, comprising a satellite 

disk, pyranometers, weather station and communications cabinets; 

• Creation of a site access (see above EV Charging Station); and 

• Associated electricity and communication cables and earthing. 

Battery Station 

4.8 The Battery Station, which will be located to the north of the Solar Farm adjacent 

to the EV Charging Station and the A354 site entrance would comprise the 

installation of: 

• Up to 3 containers located adjacent to the EV charging station within a 

fenced compound (for safety and security), each of c. L 40' (12.19m), W 8' 

(2.44m) and H 8' 6" (2.59m) within which electricity generated by the Solar 

Farm would be stored in the batteries and energy released as/when required 

to the EV charging station and/or local electricity grid for a period of up to 

40 years. The batteries would import or export at a rate of up to 3MW. 

Within the proposed containers large battery cells convert electricity into 

electrochemical energy that is then stored before being converted back to 
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electricity for export. The batteries proposed will be operated to increase 

the operational flexibility of the proposal; 

• A CCTV system, using cameras mounted on freestanding columns up to 4m 

in height, within the site boundary (looking inwards) would be installed 

around the site’s perimeter; 

• Associated inverter, transformer stations and associated ancillary 

equipment; 

• Erection of perimeter palisade fencing up to 2.5m in height; 

• Associated access and hard standing within perimeter fencing; and 

• Creation of a site access (see above EV Charging Station). 

Landscaping 

4.9 The layout of the Proposed Development has been designed to ensure that there 

are minimal works to existing trees and hedgerows within the site. The 

Arboricultural Impact Assessment (AIA) confirms that the layout has been designed 

to incorporate the existing trees and boundary vegetation into the scheme. 

4.10 Where required, gaps in hedgerows will be repaired with appropriate native 

hedgerow species supplemented with native tree planting to reflect local landscape 

character.   

4.11 The landscape treatment for the Proposed Development is intended to mitigate 

potential visual effects. The Proposed Development would seek to retain and 

enhance existing landscape elements to further integrate the proposals into the 

surrounding landscape. 

4.12 The AIA concludes that the Proposed Development results in negligible impacts on 

trees, construction management recommendations have been made to facilitate 

cable laying where the proposed connection corridor is close to the root protection 

area / ancient tree buffer along this route.  

4.13 Additionally, a range of biodiversity enhancements are proposed, as detailed on the 

Planting Plan and the Ecological Assessment, which are submitted as part of this 

planning application.  

Decommissioning 

4.14 The operational life of the solar farm and EV charging station is 40 years. At the 

end of the 40-year operational lifespan of the development, the site would be 

restored to allow agricultural use; restoration would incorporate all elements, i.e., 
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solar farm, charging infrastructure and battery storage facility and associated 

infrastructure such as the seating area. However, the landscape enhancement 

measures would remain, providing long-term benefits to the local landscape 

character of the area.  
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5.0 RELEVANT PLANNING POLICY 

5.1 This section of the Planning Statement identifies the national and local planning 

policy and guidance pertinent to the Application Site and development proposal. 

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that all 

planning applications be determined in accordance with the development plan 

unless material considerations indicate otherwise.  

5.2 The Dorset Council Development Plan is made up of the following documents: 

• The North Dorset Local Plan Part 1 (adopted 2016); 

• 'Saved' policies of the North Dorset District Wide Local Plan 1st Revision 

(adopted 2003); 

• West Dorset and Weymouth & Portland Local Plan (adopted 2015); 

• Purbeck Local Plan Part 1 (adopted 2012); 

• Christchurch and East Dorset Local Plan Part 1 - Core Strategy (adopted 

2014); 

• Swanage Local Plan (adopted 2017); 

• Minerals Strategy (adopted 2014); and 

• Waste Plan (adopted 2019). 

5.3 Other material planning considerations include national legislation, policy and 

guidance, comprising: 

• National Planning Policy Framework (February 2019); 

• National Planning Practice Guidance (first published March 2014); 

• EN-1: Overarching National Policy Statement for Energy (July 2011); and 

• EN-3: National Policy Statement for Renewable Energy Infrastructure (July 

2011). 

5.4 This Section identifies the key relevant planning matters contained within the 

Development Plan and other material planning considerations pertinent to the 

determination of the planning application. 

Development Plan 

5.5 Dorset Council is in the process of preparing the new Dorset Council Local Plan to 

replace the adopted Local Plans of the former Dorset District Council areas (detailed 

above). The site is within the former North Dorset District Council area where the 

Development Plan comprises the North Dorset Local Plan (adopted January 2016) 

and remaining 'saved' policies of the North Dorset District Wide Local Plan 1st 

Revision (adopted January 2003). 
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The North Dorset Local Plan  

5.6 The North Dorset Local Plan Part 1 (adopted January 2016) forms the main 

Development Plan document in assessing the proposals and seeks to shape 

development over the 20-year period from adoption. In the vision, it is set out that 

by 2031, North Dorset will be "a District that has played a positive role in addressing 

the causes and effects of climate change" (paragraph 2.46). 

5.7 The very first objective of the Local Plan, of the six set out, concerns Climate 

Change. Objective 1 'Meeting the Challenge of Climate Change' states:  

“The objective is to address the causes and effects of climate 

change by:  

• encouraging the use of sustainable construction 

techniques;  

• encouraging the use of renewable energy technologies 

appropriate to the local area; and  

• ensuring the wise use of natural resources, 

particularly previously developed land and water." 

5.8 Chapter 4 of the Local Plan considers the Environment and Climate Change. The 

Council acknowledges the requirement of mitigation and adaptation measures to 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 80% below the 1990 baseline by 2050 at the 

time as required by the Climate Change Act 2008 (but since amended to 100% or 

'net zero' by 2050) and that increasing renewable energy production will support 

this aim. Paragraph 4.21 highlights that: 

“The Council will encourage appropriate renewable or low 

carbon energy schemes that offer a saving in greenhouse gas 

emissions, so that it makes its contribution towards achieving 

the most up-to-date targets. Whilst encouraging schemes, 

adverse impacts including cumulative landscape and visual 

impacts, will need to be satisfactorily addressed. Some 

renewable or low carbon energy developments may be large-

scale and may require a countryside location; others may be 

incorporated into other development proposals; …” 

5.9 Policy 3 Climate Change introduces the importance of appropriately sited 

renewable energy developments in requiring that: 

“Development proposals within the District should seek to 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions including through 

appropriately sited renewable and low carbon energy 

developments. … " 

5.10 The main policy of relevance to the development proposals is Policy 22 

Renewable and Low Carbon Energy which states: 

“Assessing Benefits against Impacts 

When considering proposals for heat or electricity generation 
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from renewable or low carbon sources, the social, economic 

and environmental benefits of the scheme should be assessed 

against the likely impacts.  

A proposal for generating heat or electricity from renewable 

or low carbon sources (excluding wind energy development) 

will be permitted provided it can be demonstrated that:  

a - both individually and cumulatively, all adverse impacts 

arising from the proposal have been satisfactorily assessed; 

and  

b - the proposal has maximised the potential to mitigate any 

adverse impacts that have been identified; and  

c - the actual benefits that the scheme will deliver outweigh 

the adverse impacts that remain.  

Impacts 

Potential adverse environmental impacts (together with 

measures to mitigate such impacts) that will be assessed in 

relation to any proposal include: visual impact; and impacts 

on biodiversity, the landscape, the historic environment 

including designated and non-designated heritage assets, the 

water environment and agricultural land.  

In addition, in assessing the adequacy of mitigation measures 

in relation to a proposal it will be expected that:  

d - the proposal’s location has been identified having regard 

to sites that make best use of existing transport 

infrastructure and the minimisation of traffic movements 

whilst providing safe access; and  

e - any issues of, noise and vibration or interference to radar 

or any communication systems including televisions can be 

fully overcome; and  

f - early meaningful consultation has been undertaken with 

people in the locality that might be adversely affected by the 

proposal and clear regard has been had to the responses 

received; and  

g - the proposal incorporates an agreed restoration scheme 

including measures to remove installations when operations 

cease.  

Benefits  

Potential benefits that will be assessed in relation to any 

proposal include:  

h - the amount of heat or electricity that is likely to be 

generated from the proposed renewable or low carbon energy 

development and the consequential reduction in greenhouse 

gas emissions; and  

i - local community benefits, including jobs, investment in the 

local economy, community ownership or shareholding of a 

scheme and local provision of renewable and low carbon 

energy, for example, through a district heating network." 

5.11 The policy and accompanying text (page 274 to 283) seeks to highlight directly the 

importance of renewable energy and a need to increase the use of renewable 

technologies, such as the generation of electricity from renewable sources 

(including by Solar Farms) to reduce greenhouse gas emissions while balancing the 

impact of such development against the environmental and landscape impacts. 
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Paragraph 10.10 of the Local Plan is clear that "When considering proposals for 

heat or electricity generation from renewable or low carbon sources, the 

Council will assess the likely benefits of the scheme against the likely 

impacts". The supporting text to the policy sets out that renewable energy 

generation impacts will be assessed against "impacts" on topics of landscape and 

visual impact, biodiversity, historic environment, water, agricultural land and 

transport and access amongst other matters. These "impacts" will be balanced by 

the "benefits" both in terms of the generation of renewable and low carbon energy 

and any local community benefits. 

5.12 The detailed technical reports and assessments provided with this planning 

application demonstrate that there are no adverse impacts in terms of landscape 

and visual impacts, impact on the local highway network, impacts on ecological 

designations, the significance of heritage assets or on residential amenity. 

Furthermore, the planning application documents demonstrate meaningful pre-

application consultation has been undertaken (and has influenced the design of the 

proposal) while restoration of the proposal is also provided for in the application. 

On this basis, it is clear that the Proposed Development should be supported in line 

with Policy 22. 

5.13 In addition, the following Local Plan policies are also considered to be relevant to 

the Proposed Development: 

5.14 Policy 1 Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development confirms that: 

"When considering development proposals the Council will 

take a positive approach that reflects the presumption in 

favour of sustainable development contained in the National 

Planning Policy Framework…" 

5.15 Furthermore, Policy 1 confirms that planning applications which accord with the 

policies contained within the Development Plan will be approved, unless material 

considerations indicate otherwise.  

5.16 This Planning Statement has demonstrated the Proposed Development is in broad 

compliance with the Development Plan. As such, in accordance with Policy 1, the 

Proposed Development should be approved.  

5.17 Policy 2 Core Spatial Strategy details the areas of growth and tiers of 

settlements within the district. In relation to the countryside outside of the defined 

boundaries of the four main towns it states: 

"…the remainder of the District will be subject to countryside 

policies where development will be strictly controlled unless 
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it is required to enable essential rural needs to be met…" 

5.18 Policy 4 The Natural Environment requires proposals to respect and enhance 

the natural environment including designated sites, valued landscapes and other 

features. This policy also details that development will be expected to demonstrate 

regard to the objectives of the relevant AONB management plan for the area. 

5.19 In support of this planning application, a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 

(LVIA) has been prepared. The LVIA concludes that the Proposed Development can 

be effectively integrated and assimilated into the landscape, with undulating 

topography and a strong landscape framework around the site creating an isolated 

and discrete pocket of land characterised by a limited level of inter-visibility with 

its surroundings. In addition, the proposed planting includes individual tree and 

copse planting along the north east and southern site boundary and carefully 

selected tree and shrub planting on the north west boundary, to balance the need 

for boundary screening and while avoiding excessive overshadowing of the solar 

panels. The planting scheme would therefore help to enhance the existing character 

of the local area, mitigating any adverse landscape and visual effects. Accordingly, 

the Proposed Development is in accordance with Policy 4. 

5.20 Policy 5 The Historic Environment requires development proposals affecting 

heritage assets (including its setting) to be assessed, having regard to the 

desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of any such assets. 

Development that results in substantial harm or the loss of designated heritage 

assets will be refused unless clearly justified substantial public benefit. 

5.21 In support of this application, a Heritage Statement has been prepared, considering 

both archaeology and built heritage. In terms of designated heritage assets, the 

Statement confirms an appropriate and proportionate level of settings assessment 

has been undertaken for designated heritage assets located within and beyond a 

1km radius of the site. The site does not contribute through setting to the 

significance of the Scheduled Bronze Age burial mound to its south, the Grade II 

Listed milestone to its north, Winterborne Whitechurch Conservation Area to its 

west, or any other designated heritage asset in the vicinity.  

5.22 No harm to any designated heritage asset is anticipated to arise from the proposed 

development. As such, the Proposed Development is in accordance with Policy 5.  

5.23 Policy 13 Grey Infrastructure is a criteria-based policy focused on a more 

sustainable approach to transport in the district. Development will be expected to 

maintain, enhance and provide grey infrastructure as appropriate, developed by: 
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"…c the use of Transport Assessments and Transport 

Statements, which the Council will require to be submitted by 

developers to assess the impact of new development on the 

existing highway network, clarify its consequences and put 

forward mitigation measures, when considering planning 

applications; and… 

e the production of Travel Plans in association with Transport 

Assessments/Statements with emphasis on public transport 

and which will be expected from developers…" 

5.24 Policy 13 also requires sustainable drainage solutions incorporated into all new 

developments of ten dwellings or more and to connect with the overall surface 

water management approach for the area. 

5.25 A Transport Statement and Construction Traffic Management Plan have been 

prepared as part of the planning application, demonstrating compliance with Policy 

13. In particular, the Statement confirms that the section of the A354 adjacent to 

the Application Site and its access has no existing safety issues; the roads are 

suitable for construction vehicles; and the level of trips attracted to the electric 

vehicle charging station will be pass-by or diverted trips and therefore, there will 

be no or very few new trips generated onto the local highway network. In regard 

to public rights of way (PRoW) there are no PRoWs within the main part of the 

development site. The cable route crosses footpath E32/6 and runs alongside 

footpath E32/7, appropriate measures will be put in place during the construction 

phase to manage this. 

5.26 Furthermore, a Flood Risk Assessment has been prepared as part of the planning 

application and concludes that future users of the Proposed Development would 

remain appropriately safe throughout the lifetime of the Proposed Development.  

5.27 Policy 15 Green Infrastructure requires development to enhance existing and 

provide new green infrastructure with all elements of green infrastructure to be 

provided onsite in line with standards set in the development plan unless: 

"…g it can be demonstrated that it would not be practical or 

viable to do so; or  

h exceptionally, it could be demonstrated that greater 

benefits could be realised through off-site measures…" 

5.28 As detailed on the Site Layout Plan, Planting Plan and in the LVIA, the Proposed 

Development seeks to retain the existing green infrastructure on the site. A range 

of new planting is proposed as part of the development, including individual tree, 

copse and hedgerow and wildflower meadow planting, particularly along the site 

boundaries. As such, the Proposed Development will reinforce the green 

infrastructure network, according with the requirements of Policy 15.  
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5.29 Policy 20 The Countryside details development in the countryside outside 

defined settlement boundaries will only be permitted if: 

"…a it is of a type appropriate in the countryside, as set out 

in the relevant policies of the Local Plan, summarised in 

Figure 8.5; or  

B for any other type of development, it can be 

demonstrated that there is an ‘overriding need’ for it to be 

located in the countryside." 

5.30 Figure 8.5 within the Local Plan lists renewable energy schemes and its related 

policies (Policy 3 and 22) guiding development in the countryside. The Proposed 

Development as a renewable energy scheme is of a type appropriate in the 

countryside, according with the requirements of Policy 20 and other relevant 

policies of the Local Plan. 

5.31 Policy 23 Parking requires development to provide for residential and non-

residential vehicle parking as well as cycle parking, provision of motorcycle parking 

and provision for mobility impaired parking in accordance with the Council's parking 

standards unless a different level of provision can be justified.  

5.32 A Transport Statement has been prepared as part of the planning application, 

demonstrating compliance regarding parking standards and Policy 23. 

5.33 Policy 24 Design sets out requirements for development to improve the character 

and quality of the area within which it is located. Development should be designed 

to reflect the relevant design principles and satisfactorily address the relevant 

standards. 

5.34 Policy 24 also details engagement with the community is required and to offer 

realistic opportunities for local people to influence development proposals where 

practical and feasible. 

5.35 Through the Design and Access Statement, Statement of Community Involvement, 

Site Layout Plan, and a number of other supporting documents such as the Heritage 

Statement, Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, and the Arboricultural 

Impact Assessment, compliance with Policy 24 has been demonstrated. 

5.36 Policy 25 Amenity is a criteria-based policy requiring development to protect 

privacy, provide private open space, ensure adequate levels of daylight as well as 

requiring a noise and/or vibration impact assessment should this be an issue. With 

regard to artificial light intrusion Policy 25 further states: 

"Where external lighting is proposed, development will be 

permitted provided that:  
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a - the scheme is the minimum necessary to achieve its 

purpose; and  

b - light scatter, spillage and glare are minimised through the 

control of light direction and intensity; and  

c - the quality and intensity of the light and the daytime 

appearance of any light fittings and cables would not have a 

detrimental impact on local amenity or the character of the 

surrounding area.  

In the case of other development, no light pollution should 

occur by virtue of lighting schemes incorporated into the 

development." 

5.37 Compliance with the requirements of Policy 25 has been demonstrated through a 

number of supporting reports submitted with this application, including the Design 

and Access Statement, Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, Ecological 

Assessment and Noise Assessment.  

The 'Saved' Policies of the North Dorset District Wide Local Plan 1st Revision  

5.38 The North Dorset District Wide Local Plan 1st Revision (adopted January 2003) 

intended to guide development up until 2011. The Local Plan formed the vision and 

spatial strategy for the administrative area. The remaining 'saved' policies were 

further reduced upon the adoption of the North Dorset Local Plan Part 1 in January 

2016 (Appendix A of the Local Plan Part 1 details those policies replaced). 

5.39 Those policies no longer saved include "3.12 Renewable Energy" which, like its 

replacement policy and national guidance, offered support for renewable energy 

development where the benefits of a scheme outweighed the effects of the 

proposals on the landscape and in particular nationally protected and designated 

landscapes. 

5.40 The proposals maps remain from the 2003 document. The site is shown across 

Sheets 21 and 24 (Appendix 1). The proposal maps detail the site as within the 

'Chalk Uplands and Escarpments' (Policy 1.33) and 'Groundwater Source Protection 

Area' (Policy 1.16). The A354 forms a 'Key Road Network' (Policy 1.32) and also a 

'Regular Frequency Bus Route' (Policy 1.32). Nearby heritage features ('Scheduled 

Ancient Monuments' (Policy 1.28) and 'Sites of Archaeological Importance (Policy 

1.28)) and areas of ecological value ('Site of Nature Conservation Interest' (Policy 

1.36)) are noted.  

5.41 The text of each of the policies shown on the proposal map have been replaced by 

the more recently adopted North Dorset Local Plan Part 1. 

The Emerging New Dorset Local Plan 

5.42 The emerging new Dorset Council Local Plan will outline the development strategy 
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for the district including housing, employment and community services. This 

document is at the early stages having undergone evidence collection and initial 

consultation between 18th January and 15th March 2021. The publication of the 

draft Local Plan is anticipated for Autumn/Winter 2021 and subsequent examination 

in public the following summer. As the policies of the emerging plan have yet to be 

considered by the Inspector, they carry little weight in the decision making process. 

Therefore, although these polices are emerging, they are not considered as part of 

this Planning Statement as relevant to the determination of the submitted 

application. 

5.43 Prior to becoming part of Dorset Council, the former North Dorset Council 

progressed with an Issues and Options consultation for their area between 

November 2017 and January 2018 to inform the North Dorset Local Plan Review. 

5.44 While forming part of the evidence base for the new Dorset Council Local Plan, the 

North Dorset Local Plan Review did not include any specific reference to renewable 

energy being focused predominantly on housing and employment allocations and 

site selection around the main settlements of Blandford Forum (with St Mary), 

Gillingham, Shaftesbury and Sturminster Newton. 

Material Considerations 

Neighbourhood Planning 

5.45 The site is not located within any 'designated' or ‘made’ Neighbourhood 

Development Plan Area. 

Dorset Climate Strategy 

5.46 Dorset Council declared a Climate and Ecological Emergency in May 2020. In July 

2020, a draft Climate and Ecological Emergency Strategy was produced. This 

document presented eight key areas for action and the Council, as an organisation, 

adopted a target to be carbon-neutral by 2040 and to support the wider county to 

be carbon neutral by 2050. Following consultation on this document an Action Plan 

will be produced setting objectives and actions for the district. 

5.47 Within the draft Strategy, Renewable Energy has been detailed as a key area for 

action. Pages 27 to 30 detail the renewable energy issues and opportunities in the 

district and nationally as well as listing direct, indirect and influence and partnership 

areas for action, which include: 

"…Work with renewable energy developers in Dorset to 

secure new renewable energy generation to meet (and 
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exceed) the needs of the Council… 

…As Local Planning Authority – actively encourage renewable 

energy deployment…" 

5.48 Furthermore, while not a part of the Development Plan 'The Bournemouth, Poole 

and Dorset Renewable Energy Strategy to 2020' prepared by the Dorset Energy 

Partnership in January 2013 is an important material consideration. The plan, 

endorsed by North Dorset District Council, includes a vision: 

"For the community of Dorset to play our part in mitigating 

climate change by using energy more efficiently and 

harnessing our viable renewable energy resources. We wish 

to maximise the local economic, environmental and 

community benefits that doing this can bring.” 

National Planning Policy Framework 

5.49 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was published in February 2019 

and replaced the first NPPF published in March 2012, and minor amendments that 

were published in July 2018. The NPPF sets out at paragraph 10 that: 

“…at the heart of the Framework is a presumption in favour 

of sustainable development…” 

5.50 The NPPF sets out the Government’s economic, environmental and social planning 

policies for England. Paragraph 8 states that these roles are interdependent and 

need to be pursued in mutually supportive ways. Therefore, to achieve sustainable 

development, the NPPF recognises that economic, social and environmental gains 

should be sought jointly and simultaneously through the planning system. 

5.51 The revised NPPF continues to recognise that the planning system is plan-led and 

that therefore Local Plans, incorporating Neighbourhood Plans where relevant, are 

the starting point for the determination of any planning application. 

5.52 Paragraph 11 sets out how policy in the NPPF pursues sustainable development 

through both plan-making and decision taking. Paragraph 11 states that for 

decision-taking this means (unless material considerations indicate otherwise): 

“c) Approving development proposals that accord with an 

up-to-date development plan without delay; or  

d) Where there are no development plan policies, or the 

policies which are most important for determining the 

application are out-of-date, granting permission unless: 

i. the application of policies in this Framework that protect 

areas or assets of particular importance provides a clear 

reason for refusing the development proposed; or  

ii. any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and 

demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against 

the policies in this Framework taken as a whole.” 
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5.53 Paragraph 148 of the NPPF sets out that planning plays a key role in supporting the 

delivery of renewable and low carbon energy, stressing that “The planning 

system should support the transition to a low carbon future”. 

5.54 Paragraph 151 sets out the means in which Local Planning Authorities should seek 

to maximise the use and supply of renewable energy. Meanwhile, Paragraph 153 

identifies: 

“In determining planning applications, local planning 

authorities should expect new development to:  

a) comply with any development plan policies on local 

requirements for decentralised energy supply unless it can be 

demonstrated by the applicant, having regard to the type of 

development involved and its design, that this is not feasible 

or viable; and  

b) take account of landform, layout, building orientation, 

massing and landscaping to minimise energy consumption.” 

5.55 While Paragraph 154 continues to detail that: 

“When determining planning applications for renewable and 

low carbon development, local planning authorities should:  

a) not require applicants to demonstrate the overall need for 

renewable or low carbon energy, and recognise that even 

small-scale projects provide a valuable contribution to 

cutting greenhouse gas emissions; and  

b) approve the application if its impacts are (or can be made) 

acceptable49. Once suitable areas for renewable and low 

carbon energy have been identified in plans, local planning 

authorities should expect subsequent applications for 

commercial scale projects outside these areas to 

demonstrate that the proposed location meets the criteria 

used in identifying suitable areas.” 

5.56 Footnote 49 refers to applications for the repowering of existing wind turbines and 

is not relevant to the proposal pertaining to this Planning Statement. 

5.57 The guidance contained within the NPPF is therefore supportive of proposals for the 

generation of renewable electricity and proposals which seek to tackle climate 

change. 

National Planning Practice Guidance  

5.58 The Government’s web based National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) went live 

on 6th March 2014 and contains guidance on the planning system which has been 

subject to updating periodically. The web-based guidance should be read alongside 

the NPPF and is a material consideration in the consideration of planning 

applications.   

5.59 Renewable and Low Carbon Energy forms one of the chapters in the NPPG.  
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Paragraph 013 (ID: 5-013-20150327) is entitled “What are the particular planning 

considerations that relate to large scale ground-mounted solar photovoltaic farms?” 

and sets out the following particular factors for consideration:   

• "encouraging the effective use of land by focussing 

large scale solar farms on previously developed and 

non-agricultural land, provided that it is not of high 

environmental value; 

• where a proposal involves greenfield land, whether 

(i) the proposed use of any agricultural land has 

been shown to be necessary and poorer quality land 

has been used in preference to higher quality land; 

and (ii) the proposal allows for continued 

agricultural use where applicable and/or 

encourages biodiversity improvements around 

arrays.  

• that solar farms are normally temporary structures 

and planning conditions can be used to ensure that 

the installations are removed when no longer in use 

and the land is restored to its previous use; 

• the proposal’s visual impact, the effect on 

landscape of glint and glare (see guidance on 

landscape assessment) and on neighbouring uses 

and aircraft safety; 

• the extent to which there may be additional impacts 

if solar arrays follow the daily movement of the sun; 

• the need for, and impact of, security measures such 

as lights and fencing; 

• great care should be taken to ensure heritage 

assets are conserved in a manner appropriate to 

their significance, including the impact of proposals 

on views important to their setting. As the 

significance of a heritage asset derives not only 

from its physical presence, but also from its setting, 

careful consideration should be given to the impact 

of large-scale solar farms on such assets. 

Depending on their scale, design and prominence, a 

large-scale solar farm within the setting of a 

heritage asset may cause substantial harm to the 

significance of the asset; 

• the potential to mitigate landscape and visual 

impacts through, for example, screening with 

native hedges; 

• the energy generating potential, which can vary for 

a number of reasons including, latitude and 

aspect." 

5.60 This planning application is located on greenfield land and is supported by an 

Agricultural Land Classification Report (Appendix 3) which demonstrates that the 

site is predominantly Grade 3a 'good quality agricultural land' with a central area 

of Grade 3b 'moderate quality agricultural land'. In addition, this planning 

application is supported by a series of technical assessments which consider the 
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above factors in detail. A summary of the technical assessments prepared to 

support this planning application has been provided within Section 8 of this Planning 

Statement. 

Overarching National Policy Statement for Energy (EN-1)  

5.61 EN-1 was published in July 2011 to set out national policy for energy infrastructure 

in the UK.  Its primary purpose is to be applied to decisions for Nationally Significant 

Infrastructure Projects, but it is confirmed this document can be a material 

consideration in the determination of planning applications. 

5.62 Paragraph 3.4.1 sets out the UK commitments to sourcing 15% of energy from 

renewable sources by 2020. To hit this target, and to largely decarbonise the power 

sector by 2030, EN-1 (paragraph 3.4.5) states that: 

“It is necessary to bring forward new renewable 

electricity generating projects as soon as possible. The 

need for new renewable energy electricity generation 

projects is therefore urgent.” 

5.63 The National Policy Statement sets out how the energy sector can help deliver the 

Government’s climate change objectives by clearly setting out the need for new 

low carbon energy infrastructure to contribute to climate change mitigation.   

National Policy Statement for Renewable Energy Infrastructure (EN-3)  

5.64 EN-3 was also published in July 2011 and sets out the national policy for renewable 

energy projects. EN-3 should be read in conjunction with EN-1. 

5.65 Similar to EN-1, EN-3 sets out the importance of renewable energy in achieving the 

Government’s ambitious targets for renewable energy generation, highlighting that 

a “significant increase in generation from large-scale renewable energy 

infrastructure is necessary to meet the 15% renewable energy target”. 

International Legislation 

5.66 National and International legislation sets targets for reduction of carbon emissions 

and increasing renewable energy generation.  

5.67 The European Union Renewable Energy Sources Directive (2009/28/EC)1 

was published in April 2009. A key principle of this document is the inclusion of a 

binding agreement which commits member states to reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions by 20% by 2020 compared to 1990 levels. The legally binding obligation 

for the United Kingdom was set at 15% of final energy consumed to be from 

 
1 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32009L0028&from=EN  

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32009L0028&from=EN
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renewable sources by 2020.  

5.68 This target has been further updated under the European Union 2030 Energy 

and Climate Change Framework2 which builds on the 2020 climate and energy 

package and was adopted by European Leaders in October 2014. The 2030 

framework sets three key targets for the year 2030: 

• At least 40% cuts in greenhouse gas emissions from 1990 levels; 

• At least 32% share for renewable energy; and 

• At least 32.5% improvement in energy efficiency. 

Climate Change Act 2008 (2050 Target Amendment) Order 2019 

5.69 On 12 June 2019 the Government laid the draft Climate Change Act 2008 (2050 

Target Amendment) Order 2019 to amend the Climate Change Act 2008 by 

introducing a target for at least a 100% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions 

(compared to 1990 levels) in the UK by 2050. This is otherwise known as a net 

zero target. The draft order would amend the 2050 greenhouse gas emissions 

reduction target in the Climate Change Act from at least 80% to at least 100%, 

thereby constituting a legally-binding commitment to end the UK’s contribution to 

climate change. 

5.70 The draft instrument was subject to the affirmative procedure and was debated 

and approved by the House of Commons on 24 June 2019; and by the House of 

Lords on 26 June 2019. The Order came into force on 27 June 2019. 

5.71 Having regard to the above, the application proposals make an appreciable 

contribution to meeting the amended Climate Change targets as set out within the 

Climate Change Act 2008 (2050 Target Amendment) Order 2019. It is clear that in 

order for the UK to meet the ambitious target of reducing greenhouse gas emissions 

by at least 100% (compared to 1990 levels) by 2050, a presumption in favour of 

increasing the number and output of low carbon energy sources, such as solar 

farms, is entirely appropriate and necessary. 

Speech by the Rt Hon Gregory Barker MP to the Large Scale Solar Conference 

5.72 This speech (April 2013) is referred to in the NPPG and relates to the need for solar 

PV and placing it at the heart of the UK’s energy mix.  

5.73 The speech also refers to the Ministers desire to ‘see a lot, lot more’ but that as ‘we 

 
2 https://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/strategies/2030_en  

https://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/strategies/2030_en
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take solar to the next level, we must be thoughtful, sensitive to public opinion, and 

mindful of the wider environmental and visual impacts.’  

5.74 The NPPG generally reflects this approach of encouraging and requiring large scale 

solar schemes to be developed in a sustainable manner. The Minister’s speech is 

not policy as such. 

Written Ministerial Statement on Solar Energy: Protecting the Local and Global 

Environment  

5.75 As above, this Written Ministerial Statement is referred to in the NPPG.   

5.76 Eric Pickles (Secretary of State) in March 2015 made a statement on Solar Energy 

and protection of the global and local environments. In respect of the use of 

agricultural land, Mr Pickles stated that compelling evidence needed to be provided 

for solar on Best and Most Versatile Agricultural Land.  
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6.0 STATEMENT OF NEED 

6.1 This Section will assess the need in regard to the Proposed Development and in 

particular the need for EV Charging Stations, battery storage and energy generation 

from Solar Farms. 

Need for EV Charging Stations and Associated Infrastructure  

EV Growth and Usage 

6.2 EV ownership is on an upward trajectory with many forecasters predicting 

exponential growth over the next two decades. In 2020 alone one in 10 

registrations were of an electric vehicle. Indeed, across 2020 sales of battery 

electric vehicles (BEVs) grew by 185.9% with 108,205 cars sold, with sales 

remaining high into 2021. In particular, March 2021 saw sales of 22,003 EVs 'up 

from 11,694 the year before according to new figures from the Society of Motor 

Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT). This represents a tripling of sales in 

comparison to March 2019, with BEVs scooping up 4.6% of the total market 

share in March 2020 and 7.7% in 2021'3. Similarly, plug-in hybrid vehicles also 

increased in sales with 17,330 sold in March 2021 recording a 152.2% increase. 

This demonstrates the existing and growing infrastructure demands of EV users, 

owners and operators. 

6.3 The Government’s 2018 Road to Zero Strategy outlines how it will support the 

transition to zero emission road transport and reduce emissions from conventional 

vehicles during the transition. It sets out several new measures, including an 

“ambition” for at least 50% — and as many as 70% — of new car sales to be ultra-

low emission by 2030, alongside up to 40% of new vans. 

6.4 Vehicle manufacturers are responding with multiple new electric and hybrid models 

being launched and increasing manufacturing volumes. Several firms, such as 

Volvo and Ford (Europe), have set goals of selling only plug-in hybrids or electric 

cars by 20254 and 20305 respectively, as part of plans to become carbon neutral. 

 
3 https://www.current-news.co.uk/news/strong-sales-streak-continues-for-bevs-with-88-rise published on 7 

April 2021. 
4 https://www.autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry-news-government/ev-sales-success-hinges-infrastructure-
says-volvo-
boss#:~:text=Volvo%20boss%20H%C3%A5kan%20Samuelsson%20says,to%20help%20boost%20customer
%20demand. Published on 5 February 2021. 
5 https://www.theguardian.com/business/2021/feb/17/ford-plans-for-all-cars-sold-in-europe-to-be-electric-by-
2030#:~:text=This%20month%20Ford%20said%20it,the%20company's%20previous%20EV%20ambitions.&t
ext=Ford's%20Detroit%20rival%20General%20Motors,zero%2Demission%20lineup%20by%202035. Published 
on 17 February 2021. 

https://www.current-news.co.uk/news/strong-sales-streak-continues-for-bevs-with-88-rise
https://www.autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry-news-government/ev-sales-success-hinges-infrastructure-says-volvo-boss#:~:text=Volvo%20boss%20H%C3%A5kan%20Samuelsson%20says,to%20help%20boost%20customer%20demand
https://www.autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry-news-government/ev-sales-success-hinges-infrastructure-says-volvo-boss#:~:text=Volvo%20boss%20H%C3%A5kan%20Samuelsson%20says,to%20help%20boost%20customer%20demand
https://www.autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry-news-government/ev-sales-success-hinges-infrastructure-says-volvo-boss#:~:text=Volvo%20boss%20H%C3%A5kan%20Samuelsson%20says,to%20help%20boost%20customer%20demand
https://www.autocar.co.uk/car-news/industry-news-government/ev-sales-success-hinges-infrastructure-says-volvo-boss#:~:text=Volvo%20boss%20H%C3%A5kan%20Samuelsson%20says,to%20help%20boost%20customer%20demand
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2021/feb/17/ford-plans-for-all-cars-sold-in-europe-to-be-electric-by-2030#:~:text=This%20month%20Ford%20said%20it,the%20company's%20previous%20EV%20ambitions.&text=Ford's%20Detroit%20rival%20General%20Motors,zero%2Demission%20lineup%20by%202035
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2021/feb/17/ford-plans-for-all-cars-sold-in-europe-to-be-electric-by-2030#:~:text=This%20month%20Ford%20said%20it,the%20company's%20previous%20EV%20ambitions.&text=Ford's%20Detroit%20rival%20General%20Motors,zero%2Demission%20lineup%20by%202035
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2021/feb/17/ford-plans-for-all-cars-sold-in-europe-to-be-electric-by-2030#:~:text=This%20month%20Ford%20said%20it,the%20company's%20previous%20EV%20ambitions.&text=Ford's%20Detroit%20rival%20General%20Motors,zero%2Demission%20lineup%20by%202035
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6.5 The Committee on Climate Change has recommended that the market for EVs be 

100% by 2035 at the latest to meet the new 2050 net zero target. 

6.6 In November 2020, the Government announced a ban on the sale of new petrol 

and diesel cars from 2030 – 10 years earlier than previously required. As EVs 

replace combustion engine vehicles as the main transportation solution for mass 

transit, a significant barrier to be addressed is the provision of a viable EV charging 

network including new EV charging infrastructure at appropriate sustainable 

locations along the national and regional highway network. It is estimated that the 

UK will need 400,000 public charge points when the sale of new conventionally 

fuelled cars and vans is prohibited in 2030. To reach this total, the annual rate at 

which new charge points are being installed must increase from around 7,000 over 

the past three years to 35,000 over the next decade; a five-fold increase in the 

rate of deployment6. Separately, the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders 

(SMMT)7 considers that in order to have the world-class infrastructure required for 

2030, at least 700 public charging points must be installed each day until 2030, a 

c. 17-fold increase on the current rate of c. 42 a day8. 

6.7 The EV sector is critical in order to achieve the UK Government's commitment to 

net zero emissions and schemes such as the proposed development are key to 

addressing concerns regarding charging infrastructure. This will be essential for 

managing the impact of the 2030 ban on the sale of new petrol and diesel cars as 

well as maximising the climate change benefits of this policy. 

The Electric Chargepoint Network 

6.8 In light of the above, the electric chargepoint network with its associated charging 

infrastructure will be critical to meeting future demand, encouraging uptake of EVs 

as well as addressing concerns regarding chargepoint availability, reliability and 

ease of use. This is noted by the Competition and Markets Authority (2020) Electric 

Vehicle Charging Market Study, which states: 

"One of the main barriers to purchasing EVs is ‘range 

anxiety’ - the worry the EV will run out of charge before 

finishing the journey, as there isn’t an opportunity to 

recharge. Access to reliable, working chargepoints and 

how easy chargepoints are to use – including public 

perceptions of this – can also be barriers and slow EV 

 
6 “Charging Up” published by Policy Exchange on 2 February 2021. 
7 SMMT (March 2021) Delivering the Triple Bottom Line: A Blueprint for the Electric Vehicle Revolution. 
8 ZapMap – 1,255 new connectors installed in the 30 days up to 22 March 2021. 
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take-up. Therefore, building consumer trust and 

understanding of the sector will be crucial to its success"9 

6.9 The Department for Transport alongside the Office for Zero Emission Vehicles has 

recently undertaken a consultation running from 13th February 2021 to 10th April 

2021 in relation to the consumer experience at public chargepoints10. 

6.10 This consultation sets the baseline expectation to improve customer experience 

when using the charging network with the aim to increase the provision of 

chargepoints along the strategic road network through the Rapid Charge Fund 

(announced in March 2020 Government Budget).  

6.11 As part of the consultation four areas for intervention are proposed: 

• Quick payment process; 

• Network reliability; 

• Pricing transparency; and 

• Open data. 

6.12 The Application Site is situated along the A354 which is part of the Primary Route 

Network of England which “…designates roads between places of traffic 

importance across the UK, with the aim of providing easily identifiable 

routes to access the whole of the country.”11. It is therefore a well-used and 

important road, providing an accessible location for EV-drivers. The proposal would 

therefore support the policy proposals set out in the current Government public 

charge points consultation. 

6.13 The matter of the chargepoint network has been further considered by Inspector 

Singleton in his appeal decision for Scrap Haulage Yard, Fosseway, Lower Slaughter 

(Appeal Reference: APP/F1610/W/20/3248674) dated 9th December 2020 where 

it stated at paragraph 30: 

"…neither the Road to Zero Paper nor any other national 

or local policy imposes a ceiling on the number of charging 

points to be provided in any one location. It is also 

relevant to note that the Government's objective is that 

the UK should have one of the best EV infrastructure 

networks in the world. A key part of the Government 

Strategy is that the transition to zero emissions transport 

is to be led by industry and consumers and that private 

investment is expected to drive the EV revolution." 

 
9 Competition & Markets Authority (2020) Electric Vehicle Charging Market 

Study.https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5fc666cde90e0762a7242783/Invitation_to_comment_EC

MS.pdf 
10 The consumer experience at public chargepoints - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) 
11 Guidance on road classification and the primary route network - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5fc666cde90e0762a7242783/Invitation_to_comment_ECMS.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5fc666cde90e0762a7242783/Invitation_to_comment_ECMS.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/the-consumer-experience-at-public-electric-vehicle-chargepoints/the-consumer-experience-at-public-chargepoints#foreword
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-on-road-classification-and-the-primary-route-network/guidance-on-road-classification-and-the-primary-route-network
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6.14 The Inspector concludes at paragraph 86 that the proposals are consistent with and 

supported by Government policy in respect of the transition to zero emissions 

transport and with regards to the planning balance states at paragraph 87: 

"The benefits of the proposed development are that it 

would: 

• Help to deliver an efficient and affordable EV 

charging network and support the transition to zero 

emissions transport; 

• Provide direct and indirect employment and 

support the Cotswolds visitor economy; 

• Enhance the landscape character and scenic beauty 

of the AONB by removing the conifer planting and 

replacing this with a more natural landscape 

treatment with resultant biodiversity benefits; 

• Reduce noise and air pollution for those living close 

to the A429 and the site; 

• Reduce the number of unnecessary HGV 

movements on the A429. 

I have not identified any significant harm that would be 

caused." 

6.15 As part of the proposed development the EV charging station will comprise up to 6 

ultra-rapid (up to 350kW) and 6 rapid (43-100kW) charging points. In addition, up 

to 7 additional EV charging points would be provided for users of the parking bays 

on the site; comprising a combination of 22kW Alternating Current (AC) chargers 

and Tesla “super-chargers”.  In total, this would provide the ability to charge up to 

19 EVs at any one time. All charging points would be configured for use by any 

type of modern, light-duty EV and they would not be restricted to one EV 

manufacturer (save for any proprietary Tesla super-chargers). This will help to 

deliver an efficient and affordable EV chargepoint network in line with the 

Government’s 2018 Road to Zero Strategy and the current Government public 

charge points consultation. 

Deployment of EV Chargepoints in Rural Areas 

6.16 At the moment, charging facilities in the vicinity of the proposal typically comprise 

relatively low-power chargers, in small numbers, in local towns12. Research shows 

that unless charging facilities are provided in rural areas, rural communities will be 

left behind on EVs. In February 2021, Simon Clarke MP (Minister of State at the 

Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government) remarked “Whereas a 

driver of a petrol car can travel confidently from Land’s End to John 

O’Groats, knowing that they can refill the tank every few miles, that is not 

 
12 Map of Charging Points for Electric Car Drivers in the UK https://www.zap-map.com/live/  

https://www.zap-map.com/live/
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yet the case for EVs…As with the enduring problems of broadband roll-out 

which leave blackspots even today, the [EV charging] market misses out 

large parts of the UK, especially smaller towns and rural areas.”13  

6.17 According to the SMMT5 there are more public charging points in London and the 

South East than the rest of England combined. Indicating regional gaps across the 

country and demand for more local charging stations. 

"…44.4% of drivers say they aren’t considering an electric 

vehicle because there is a lack of convenient charging 

locations, solving the chargepoint challenge will accelerate 

uptake." 

6.18 The average cost to install electric charging facilities in existing petrol forecourts 

has been estimated at £100,00014 for a small number of chargers. For a rural 

establishment this is a significant figure, leading to remote and rural areas being 

left behind regarding EV infrastructure.  

6.19 This proposed development will plug a regional gap in charging facilities and help 

re-balance the current bias of EV charging infrastructure towards more populated 

areas. It will also assist in efforts to materially accelerate the rate of installation of 

public EV chargers which, as discussed above, is necessary to facilitate the ban on 

sales of new petrol and diesel cars in 2030. 

The Need for Battery Storage 

6.20 Battery storage systems enables energy from a connected solar system, such as a 

solar farm, to be stored for later consumption. This provides more flexibility in the 

grid system and therefore allows greater levels of renewable energy generation in 

the future. 

6.21 The battery storage system likely to be used in the Proposed Development will be 

Lithium Ion (LI-Ion) batteries and the location and design of this part of the 

development meets the applicable safety recommendations relating to fire risk 

offset15. Specifically, the battery storage system design is external and provides for 

safe distances between each battery container while the system is located at, or 

greater than, 20 metres from the café/shop and EV charging areas and at, or 

greater than, 3 metres from publicly accessible areas. 

 
13 Foreword to “Charging Up” published by Policy Exchange on 2 February 2021. 
14 https://www.autocar.co.uk/car-news/electric-cars/analysis-what-future-there-rural-petrol-stations published 

on 12 April 2021. 
15 Allianz Risk Consulting, “Tech Talk”, volume 26 “Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS) using Li-Ion 
batteries”, (2019). 

https://www.autocar.co.uk/car-news/electric-cars/analysis-what-future-there-rural-petrol-stations
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6.22 The inclusion of battery storage within the development will increase the resilience 

and efficiency of the proposed development, balancing the export of electricity 

produced from a renewable source (via the solar farm) on to the electricity grid 

and/or into the EV charging station. 

The Need for Energy Generation from Solar Farms 

6.23 As discussed in Section 5 of this Statement national and local planning policy 

acknowledges the requirement of mitigation and adaptation measures to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions. It is essential renewable energy production such as 

solar farm schemes are increased, where appropriate, to support this aim. 

6.24 On 20th April 2021 the UK Government announced new targets to be enshrined 

into law, to slash emissions by 78% by 2035 compared to 1990 levels. This will set 

the world’s most ambitious climate change target into law and in line with the 

recommendation from the independent Climate Change Committee, the sixth 

Carbon Budget will limit the volume of greenhouse gases emitted over a 5-year 

period from 2033 to 2037.  

"The Carbon Budget will ensure Britain remains on track 

to end its contribution to climate change while remaining 

consistent with the Paris Agreement temperature goal to 

limit global warming to well below 2°C and pursue efforts 

towards 1.5°C."16 

6.25 The UK was the first country to enter legally binding long-term carbon budgets into 

legislation, first introduced through the 2008 Climate Change Act. Subsequently, 5 

carbon budgets have been put into law to eliminate the UK's contribution to climate 

change by 2050 and target net zero emissions.  

6.26 Having regard to the above, the application proposals make an appreciable 

contribution to meeting these new proposed Climate Change targets, which are 

above those set out within the amended Climate Change Act 2008 (2050 Target 

Amendment) Order 2019. It is clear that in order for the UK to meet the ambitious 

target of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 78% (compared to 1990 levels) 

by 2035, a presumption in favour of increasing the number and output of low 

carbon energy sources, such as solar farms, is entirely appropriate and necessary. 

  

 
16 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-enshrines-new-target-in-law-to-slash-emissions-by-78-by-2035 
published on 20 April 2021. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-enshrines-new-target-in-law-to-slash-emissions-by-78-by-2035
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7.0 BENEFITS OF THE SCHEME 

7.1 This Section sets out the benefits which would result from the Proposed 

Development, considering both the wider benefits and specific benefits of the 

scheme, including to the local community.  

7.2 The EV charging station will provide the opportunity to meet the existing and rapidly 

growing infrastructure demands of EV users, owners and operators.  

7.3 As discussed in Section 6 the site is situated along the A354 which is part of the 

Primary Route Network of England and therefore a well-used and important road, 

providing an accessible location for EV-drivers. 

7.4 Based on the initial studies undertaken by our client and taking into account general 

solar irradiation levels in the region, the site would generate c. 15.8GWh (i.e., 

15,800,000 kWh/”units” of renewable electricity during a typical year17. This is 

equivalent to the energy needs of approximately 4,000 average UK homes18 or 

equivalent to the electricity used in journeys totalling c. 47 million miles in a typical 

EV19. Accordingly, the proposal would deliver significant CO2 savings compared with 

non-renewable energy sources over the 40 year life of the Solar Farm development. 

The proposed batteries would provide an additional c. 3MW of electricity and could 

be called upon depending on demand on the local electricity network thereby 

increasing electricity network flexibility and stability. 

7.5 By combining solar generation, battery storage and EV charging in a single project, 

multiple benefits accrue. These benefits include optimised use of the grid 

connection (which allows export from and import to the project), reduced losses 

(by using a proportion of the electricity on site, avoiding distribution losses) and 

grid services (with the battery storage project able to respond with split-second 

timing to assist with grid management). 

7.6 This scheme also represents a significant financial investment and would benefit 

the local economy through the EV Charging Station, café and shop as well as 

 
17 This assumes a capacity factor of 12% for the site, noting Dorset has a relatively high solar resource for the 
UK. The UK average for solar photovoltaic project capacity factors is 11.2% (Source: 2020 Digest of UK Energy 
Statistics, Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy). 
18 Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, “Energy Consumption in the UK” Table C9, 22 
October 2020, average, temperature-corrected domestic consumption in 2019 @ 3,772 kWh, ie 15.8m kWh 
divided by 3,772 kWh = 4,189 homes. 
19 The Nissan Leaf is the best-selling EV in the UK to date (Source: DfT Vehicle Licensing Statistics. Analysis 
Next Green Car, October 2020). The Nissan Leaf’s power consumption (Wh/km): combined 180 - 206 (206 
Wh/km assumed in calculation) (Source: February 2021, page 19 www-europe.nissan-
cdn.net/content/dam/Nissan/gb/brochures/Vehicles/Nissan_Leaf_UK.pdf). 15.8 million kWh = 15.8 billion Wh. 
15.8 billion / 206 = 76.7 million km. 76.7 million km = 47.7 million miles. 
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through employment opportunities created. For further details please see the 

accompanying Economic Benefits Statement submitted with the planning 

application. 

7.7 The Proposed Development will provide employment opportunities; both direct jobs 

on-site and indirect/induced roles in the wider economy. An Economics Benefits 

Statement has been prepared for the application and confirms the proposed 

development could support up to 117 temporary jobs (direct and in the wider 

supply chain) during the three to six-month construction period. The gross value 

added (GVA) generated by jobs supported during the construction phase is around 

£3.5million. 

7.8 Once operational it is estimated that the scheme will support around eight full-time 

equivalent jobs (FTE) in Dorset and the wider regional economy. The GVA 

associated with the 8 FTEs is estimated to be £3.8million over a 10-year period 

(present value). Business rates generated by the solar farm could be in the region 

of £42,000 per annum. 

7.9 Where possible, the Proposed Development retains and enhances existing 

landscape features, particularly the hedgerow field boundaries and promotes the 

use of traditional field hedges and diversity of native hedgerow species. This 

ecological and landscape enhancement is a benefit to be afforded further weight in 

favour of granting planning permission. 
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8.0 PLANNING ASSESSMENT 

8.1 This Section considers the merits of the proposal in the context of the Social, 

Economic and Environmental benefits of the development. 

Social, Economic and Local Community Benefits 

8.2 The previous Section sets out the benefits of the scheme. In summary, these are: 

• Opportunity to meet existing and growing infrastructure demands of EV 

users, owners and operators; 

• Increased renewable energy generation, equivalent to provide electricity to 

approximately 4,000 homes, and assistance towards reducing CO² 

emissions; 

• Economic benefit associated with investment and jobs on-site during peak 

times of the construction period and once operational jobs relating to the 

EV charging station, café and shop; and 

• Appropriate biodiversity and landscape enhancements via increased 

boundary planting and species-rich grassland.  

8.3 The local economic investment and community benefits of the proposed scheme 

gains support from Policy 1 (presumption in favour of sustainable development) 

due to the improved economic and social conditions in the area as outlined above. 

8.4 The above outcomes associated with the scheme progressing, and associated Local 

Plan support, are considered to cumulatively represent very substantial benefits. 

These are material considerations which weigh greatly in favour of planning 

permission being granted. 

8.5 Additionally, Policy 22 supports renewable and low carbon energy generation, 

provided that any adverse impacts are addressed satisfactorily.  

8.6 Planning permission should therefore be granted unless adverse effects of the 

development outweigh these beneficial impacts. Consideration of the 

environmental impacts is provided below in order to make this judgement.  

 Environmental Impacts 

 Landscape and Visual Effects 

8.7 A Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) has been prepared by Pegasus 

Group, to accompany this planning application. The LVIA confirms that the layout 

of the scheme includes a number of mitigation measures, developed as part of the 
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iterative design process and following the initial findings of the LVIA. 

8.8 The proposed development has been assessed as having minor beneficial effects 

upon the grassland of the site, due to the change from ephemeral arable crop to 

species rich grassland. In terms of the site’s topography effects have been assessed 

as minor to negligible neutral. With regard to the tree and hedgerow resource the 

proposals have been assessed as bring about major to moderate beneficial effects 

respectively. Other landscape features, such as water features and PRoWs would 

be retained and would not be affected. The proposed permissive footpath would 

add to the recreational resource within the local landscape and would represent a 

beneficial change. 

8.9 The proposed development has been designed to reduce its physical extent and 

level of inter-visibility. It would physically introduce a new element into the 

receiving landscape, but its presence would not manifest itself in the landscape due 

to the relatively modest height, strong landscape framework, and the proposed 

mitigation and enhancement measures. The underlying agricultural character of the 

surrounding landscape would be retained with the perceptual and sensory aspects 

of the landscape also largely retained. The site’s boundary vegetation would be 

retained and the proposals would respect the existing field pattern. The additional 

planting would further strengthen the landscape character, responding positively 

to the ‘Key land management guidance notes’ for the Open Chalk Upland 

(Downland): identified in Dorset Council’s Assessment. Most importantly the ‘Key 

Characteristics’ of the host LCT and LCA would not be redefined and would continue 

to characterise the local landscape. 

8.10 Based on the viewpoint assessment and site visits it has transpired that the 

proposed development would be well contained, taking advantage of the 

topographical variations in the local landscape, vegetative screening such as 

mature hedgerows, tree belts and woodlands, and roadside vegetation across the 

landscape. Therefore, the majority of the visual receptors associated with the study 

area would not be affected or effects would be inconsequential and negligible 

neutral. 

8.11 The medium range viewpoints have been assessed subject to moderate adverse to 

negligible neutral effects depending on the distance and visibility, and this includes 

the Jubilee Trail that passes through the Dorset AONB. In terms of close range to 

very close range views, the assessment has concluded that the screening provided 

by the intervening landform and vegetation, coupled with the proposed mitigation 
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measures, would reduce any adverse visual effects. Only three locations have been 

assessed as subject to major adverse effects at Year 1. The proposed mitigation 

measures, however, would help to reduce such effects with only 3no. viewpoints 

assessed as subject to moderate adverse effects at Year 5. 

8.12 In conclusion, the LVIA confirms the proposed development could be effectively 

integrated and assimilated into the surrounding landscape whilst limiting any 

adverse effects upon the character of the local landscape and Dorset AONB 

landscape, and mitigating effects upon the visual receptors associated with the 

local area. The proposed planting would help contribute to the character of the local 

area partially offsetting the adverse effects, which only occur locally and affect a 

very limited number of visual receptors. 

 Ecology 

8.13 A detailed Ecological Assessment has been prepared by Avian Ecology to 

accompany this planning application. The Assessment sets out the results of the 

ecological surveys undertaken in 2020. The results of which were as follows: 

• An Extended Phase 1 Habitat survey identified that the site is predominantly 

comprised of several arable fields separated by hedgerows and tall ruderals. 

• A Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) assessment was undertaken within the 

Extended Phase 1 habitat study area to assess suitability to support great 

crested newts. The ponds adjacent to the southern part of the cable route 

scored ‘good’ for the HSI assessment for suitability to support great crested 

newts. Amphibians will benefit from the proposed development through 

habitat enhancement measures, such as hedgerow planting and the creation 

of wildflower strips. Other measures such as the creation of hibernacula will 

be adopted to benefit amphibians. 

8.14 The Assessment confirms that further surveys were undertaken for bat activity, 

breeding birds, dormouse and badger activity, the results of which were as follows: 

• The bat activity survey results detail the main ecological features for bats 

(woodland and hedgerows) largely remaining unaffected by the proposed 

development. Furthermore, none of the buildings in the wider Extended 

Phase 1 habitat study area, including those identified as having features 

that may support roosting bats are to be impacted by the proposed 

development. 

• Breeding bird surveys recorded a breeding bird assemblage typical of a 
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farmland site, consisting principally of common species and small numbers 

of Notable Species. Habitat enhancement opportunities which form a major 

part of the solar farm developments will benefit a variety of breeding bird 

species. Measures, including replacing arable fields and/or pasture with 

species-rich wild-flower grassland, planting hedgerows, ‘gapping-up’ 

existing defunct hedgerows and deploying bird boxes will enhance nesting 

and foraging opportunities for the breeding bird assemblage using the Site. 

• A Dormouse survey has been undertaken and the results are available in 

the submitted Hazel Dormouse Report.  

• A Badger survey has been undertaken and the results are available in the 

submitted Confidential Badger Report. 

8.15 The Proposed Development will secure a Biodiversity Net Gain, with a net gain of 

25.08% in habitat units, plus 3.78% gain in hedgerow units. 

8.16 The Assessment recommends enhancement measures for several protected and 

notable species, including bats, birds, great crested newts, dormice, reptiles and 

invertebrates, should be included within the scheme design. Ecological 

enhancements include: 

• Tree and shrub (hedgerow) planting and creation of species diverse 

grassland to increase the foraging habitat; 

• Gaps in any fencing required to allow movement of mammals and other 

species; 

• Creation of hibernacula to provide additional habitats for amphibians and 

reptiles;  

• 50m buffer maintained around ponds where no works associated with 

proposed development undertaken; 

• Deployment of nest boxes; 

• Installation of bat boxes; and 

• Installation of bird boxes. 

8.17 In conclusion, the Assessment confirms the design process adopted for the 

proposed development has been iterative and has incorporated a range of 

biodiversity enhancement features whilst adhering to the mitigation hierarchy, for 

example through the retention of hedgerows, protecting the badger sett identified 

within the Site and adopting Reasonable Avoidance Measures (RAMs) for great 
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crested newts for works adjacent to ponds along the cable route. Therefore, it is 

envisaged that the proposed solar development complies with the local planning 

policies. 

Heritage 

8.18 A Heritage Statement has been prepared by Pegasus Group, to support this 

planning application.  

Archaeology 

8.19 A geophysical survey was undertaken across part of the site in 2013 which detected 

responses suggestive of the buried ditches of later prehistoric field systems, and 

the wider historic environment context also creates potential for the buried remains 

of Bronze Age burial mounds to be present within the site. A geophysical survey 

has also been carried out across the remainder of the site for this application. 

8.20 The Heritage Statement details features, as raised above, would be of some 

heritage significance derived from their archaeological interest. While Bronze Age 

burial mounds can be worthy of designation (although relatively few are where no 

above ground earthworks survive), ditches of Iron Age field systems would likely 

comprise non-designated heritage assets. Buried evidence of historic agricultural 

activity and other land uses typically would not be considered heritage assets. 

Built Heritage 

8.21 The Heritage Statement confirms an appropriate and proportionate level of settings 

assessment has been undertaken for designated heritage assets located within and 

beyond a 1km radius of the site. 

8.22 It is considered that the site does not contribute through setting to the significance 

of the Scheduled Bronze Age burial mound to its south, the Grade II Listed 

milestone to its north, Winterborne Whitechurch Conservation Area to its west, or 

any other designated heritage asset in the vicinity. 

8.23 The Heritage Statement concludes no harm to any designated heritage asset is 

anticipated to arise from the proposed development. 

Transport and Public Rights of Way 

8.24 A Transport Statement and Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP) have 

been prepared by Pegasus Group to accompany this planning application. The CTMP 

sets out how any potential transport impacts of construction and operation will be 

managed and mitigated. 
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8.25 New vehicular access is proposed to be created via a new priority tee-junction off 

an existing layby to the south of the A354. The new access will be used to 

accommodate the construction vehicles for the solar farm and periodic visits by 

maintenance vehicles as well as providing public access to the EV Charging Station. 

8.26 It is expected that there will be a maximum of around 389 two-way movements by 

large vehicles at the site (i.e., 389 arrivals and 389 departures) over a three month 

period. The level of traffic during the temporary three month construction phase is 

not considered to be material and it is considered that this will not have a 

detrimental impact on the safety or operation of the local or strategic highway 

network. 

8.27 After commissioning, it is anticipated that there will be around one visit to the site 

per month for equipment maintenance. These visits would typically be made by 

light van or 4x4 type vehicles.  

8.28 A construction compound will be established and remain on site throughout the 

construction phase. This will be where all HGV deliveries are made throughout the 

construction process and smaller vehicles will distribute materials and plant to the 

remaining sections of the site. 

8.29 There are no Public Rights of Way (PRoW) within the main part of the development 

site. However, Footpath E32/6 runs broadly east-west along the southern boundary 

of the site between the site and East Farm. The cable route crosses footpath E32/6 

and runs alongside footpath E32/7, appropriate measures will be put in place during 

the construction phase to manage this. The new permissive footpath specified as 

part of the development proposals will link with the existing public rights of way to 

the west of the site. 

8.30 Pedestrian access to the Solar Farm will be restricted for security purposes to 

prevent theft and vandalism. When construction plant and machinery are accessing 

the site, a banksman will be employed to control both pedestrian movements and 

traffic control throughout the duration of the construction phase. 

8.31 In conclusion, the CTMP confirms that there are no valid highway or transportation 

reasons which would prevent the Proposed Development of the site.  

Flooding and Drainage 

8.32 This planning application is accompanied by a Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) 

prepared by PFA Consulting. The FRA includes a surface water drainage strategy. 

8.33 The FRA confirms the entire site falls within Flood Zone 1and is fully in accordance 
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with the aim of the sequential approach set out in the NPPF which is to steer new 

development to areas at the lowest probability of flooding in Zone 1. 

8.34 With regards to surface water pertaining to the Solar Farm, rainfall falling onto the 

photovoltaic panels will runoff directly to the ground beneath the panels and 

infiltrate into the ground at the same rate as it does in the site’s existing greenfield 

state. The extent of impermeable cover as a result of the Solar Farm amounts to 

only 0.05% of the total site area. Supporting calculations demonstrate that this 

effect of the Solar Farm on the Mean Annual Flood (QBAR) is negligible and doesn’t 

have a material effect on the greenfield runoff rate. In regard to the Eco Hub 

element of the development proposals it is proposed that runoff will be drained to 

infiltration devices and will soakaway into the underlying ground. The infiltration 

devices include the provision of geocellular soakaways, infiltration trenches, an 

infiltration blanket and areas of deepened porous sub-base. 

8.35 A Sustainable Urban Drainage Strategy is proposed, involving the implementation 

of Suds in the form of swales, for managing surface water runoff on the site. Swales 

are proposed at the low points of the application site to intercept extreme flows 

which may already run offsite. The Assessment emphasises the swales do not form 

part of a formal drainage scheme for the development but are provided as a form 

of ‘betterment’. It is considered that the provision of swales would lead to an overall 

reduction in surface water flow rates from the Solar Farm site and mitigate any 

increase in run-off due to the minor reduction in the overall permeable area of the 

Solar Farm site. 

8.36 The Assessment details the proposed drainage strategy would ensure that surface 

water arising from the developed site would be managed in a sustainable manner 

to mimic the surface water flows arising from the site prior to the proposed 

development, while reducing the flood risk to the site itself and elsewhere, taking 

climate change into account. 

8.37 In relation to foul drainage, the proposed development is not situated in an area 

served by public sewers. A connection to the public sewer is therefore not feasible 

and must be discounted. As such it is proposed to provide an onsite package 

treatment plant and dispose of treated effluent via a drainage field. In terms of foul 

water drainage, it has been demonstrated that a suitable means of drainage can 

be provided to serve the proposed development. 

8.38 The FRA concludes that future users of the development would remain 

appropriately safe throughout the lifetime of the proposed development, and that 
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subject to a suitably worded planning condition the development will not increase 

flood risk elsewhere and will reduce flood risk overall. 

Agricultural Land 

8.39 An Agricultural Land Classification (ALC) Report has been prepared by Soil 

Environment Services Ltd, to accompany this planning application (Appendix 3). 

The ALC confirms that the site forms predominantly Grade 3a 'good quality 

agricultural land' with a central area of Grade 3b 'moderate quality agricultural 

land'. However, the proposal is considered appropriately located vis-à-vis the 

agricultural value of the land for a number of reasons, including: 

8.39.1 The proposal has particular and relatively uncommon locational requirements 

which are present at the Application Site, including proximity to an 

economically viable grid connection, topography with a generally south-facing 

aspect and proximity to a road suitable for access/egress; 

8.39.2 Mapping from Natural England indicates that the vast majority of the 

surrounding farmland is similarly classified with respect to ALC20 and these 

areas (including some with more valuable agricultural land classifications than 

the Application Site) have been determined by the planning system to be 

appropriate for this form of development with a number of solar farms granted 

permission and/or operating within the local authority area; 

8.39.3 The farming family that has farmed the Application Site for many years 

confirms that the land comprising the Application Site is inherently less 

productive from an agricultural perspective than most of the other areas within 

the farming unit, i.e., those outside of the Application Site. While rotation 

farming and organic fertilisers support a successful farming unit, the more 

elevated areas where the Application Site is located have shallower soils and 

historically were downland used for non-intensive sheep grazing. The lower 

areas, outside the Application Site, generally have a deeper soil layer, better 

suited to more intensive farming and arable farming. 

Arboriculture 

8.40 An Arboricultural Impact Assessment has been prepared to accompany this 

planning application by Barton Hyett Associates. The Assessment confirms there 

are no individual trees to be removed to facilitate the proposed development. The 

 
20 Agricultural Land Classification Map South West Region (ALC006); 
http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/file/141046   
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proposed development has been designed to avoid tree loss within the site. 

Hedgerow removals are limited to sectional removals to allow for the construction 

of perimeter fencing. 

8.41 As such, the Assessment confirms there would be no or only a low potential 

negative impact on the retained trees. The minor hedgerow loss can be readily 

mitigated through new tree planting and the retained trees can be adequately 

protected during installation activities to sustain their health and longevity. 

Noise Assessment 

8.42 A Noise Assessment has been undertaken by LFAcoustics. The Assessment has 

presented calculations and an assessment of the likely worst case noise levels to 

be generated by the operation of the Blandford Hill Eco Hub. The calculated noise 

levels have been assessed against relevant standards and guidance, to ensure that 

the operation of the plant does not result in occupants of nearby properties being 

unacceptably affected by levels of noise. 

8.43 The Assessment concludes that the operation of the Eco Hub would generate low 

noise levels at surrounding properties both during the day and night-time periods. 

Assessing the noise levels against relevant standards and guidance concluded that 

the operation of the plant would result in noise levels below a level which would 

represent the lowest observed adverse effects level, thus ensuring that the 

operation would not result in unacceptable levels of noise and thus ensure full 

compliance with the requirements of the NPPF. Accordingly, the noise effects of the 

proposal are not considered to warrant neither a reason to object to the proposal 

nor a reason to refuse planning permission. 

National Policies 

8.44 There is significant support for the principle of renewable energy developments in 

the NPPF. Paragraph 148 is clear that the planning system should support transition 

to a low carbon future and specifically renewable and low carbon energy and 

associated infrastructure. Granting planning permission for the proposed 

development would comply with these requirements and demonstrate support for 

such schemes.  

8.45 The NPPF also directs that planning applications for renewable development should 

be approved if impacts are (or can be made) acceptable. As outlined above, the 

assessments of environmental effects have been shown to be limited and would 

also accord with the provisions of national policy and the NPPG where these 
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specifically refer to environmental effects. The proposal is therefore in compliance 

with national policy. 

8.46 In light of the recent UK Government announcement (20th April 2021) for new 

emission targets to be enshrined into law, it is clear that in order for the UK to meet 

the ambitious target of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 78% (compared to 

1990 levels) by 2035, a presumption in favour of increasing the number and output 

of low carbon energy sources, such as solar farms, is entirely appropriate and 

necessary. 

Planning Balance 

8.47 To summarise, the above planning assessment has demonstrated the following:  

• This planning application is in broad compliance with the Development Plan 

and national planning policy and guidance. Policy compliance strongly 

supports planning permission being granted; 

• The development and operation of the Solar Farm and Electric Vehicle 

Charging Station would give rise to a wide range of environmental and 

economic benefits which amount to very substantial weight in favour of 

planning permission being granted; and 

• The impacts associated with the development at this location are potentially 

limited, and the proposal is in compliance with relevant, issue-specific 

planning policies in the Development Plan, so do not weigh against the 

development. 

8.48 In consideration of compliance with the Development Plan and other planning policy 

requirements, the significant benefits associated with the Proposed Development 

and limited adverse effects, it is clear that this development is, on balance, 

acceptable in planning terms. 

8.49 The Proposed Development has been shown to achieve the main objectives of 

sustainable development (environmental, social and economic) without causing 

undue detriment. The presumption in favour of sustainable development set out in 

the NPPF therefore applies here. As the NPPF at paragraph 14 directs, in such 

circumstances and where the application complies with the Development Plan, the 

application should be approved without delay. 
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9.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

9.1 This Planning Statement has been prepared by Pegasus Group on behalf of 

Naturalis Energy Developments Ltd (The Applicant) to support a planning 

application for a Solar Farm, Electric Vehicle Charging Station and Battery Storage 

together with associated equipment and infrastructure on Land South of Blandford 

Hill (A354), Winterbourne Whitechurch, Blandford Forum, Dorset, near DT11 0AA. 

9.2 The Proposed Development would involve the construction of a ground-mounted 

solar farm along with associated battery storage and an Electric Vehicle Charging 

Station with parking, means of access, landscaping and associated development. 

The development would have an aggregate electrical capacity of approximately 

18MW. 

9.3 The development supports the UK Government’s intention to move to a low carbon 

economy, which represents a substantial benefit.  

9.4 The Development Plan for the area relevant to this application comprises the 

adopted North Dorset Local Plan Part 1 (adopted January 2016), and the 'saved' 

policies of the North Dorset District Wide Local Plan 1st Revision (adopted January 

2003). 

9.5 The impacts of the proposal have been shown to be acceptable and, where 

necessary, mitigation measures have been set out to reduce the potential impacts 

of the Proposed Development.  

9.6 The significant benefits associated with this proposal provide a valuable 

contribution towards meeting the challenging commitments of the Government, 

some of which are legally-binding, regarding greenhouse gas emissions, renewable 

energy generation and electric vehicle infrastructure. In addition, the economic 

investment and ecological and landscape enhancements associated with the 

proposal are factors which weigh heavily in favour of this development.  

9.7 This statement therefore demonstrates that, upon considering the following 

matters, this proposal, on balance falls well within the scope of acceptability:  

• Broad compliance with the Development Plan and National Planning Policy 

guidance; 

• The significant benefits associated with the scheme; and 

• The relatively benign impacts associated with the development (some of 

which can be made acceptable through mitigation). 
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9.8 Accordingly, this proposal represents sustainable development and, as such, this 

planning application should be approved without delay.   
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APPENDIX 1 

ADOPTED LOCAL PLAN POLICIES MAP 
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APPENDIX 2 

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGNATIONS PLAN 
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1.  INTRODUCTION  

 

An Agricultural Land Classification (ALC) assessment has been carried out on 26 ha of land at 

the Blandford Hill Eco Hub site (Drawing 1). The site is centred on Grid Ref. 384972, 100640. 

The format of this report follows the 1988 MAFF guidelines for assessing limitations. 

 

The site is generally used for arable cropping. 

 

1.1 Methodology 

 

Agricultural land is classified into the following grades according to the 1988 guidelines1. 
 

Grade Description 

1 Excellent quality agricultural land with no or very minor limitations to agricultural use. 

2 
Very good quality agricultural land with minor limitations which affect crop yield, 

cultivation or harvesting. 

3a 
 

3b 

 

Good quality agricultural land capable of producing moderate to high yields of a narrow 

range of arable crops or moderate yields of a wider range of crops. 

Moderate quality agricultural land capable of producing moderate yields of a narrow range 

of crops or lower yields of a wider range of crops. 

4 
Poor quality agricultural land with severe limitations which significantly restrict the range 

of crops and/or level of yields. 

5 
Very poor quality agricultural land with very severe limitations which restrict use to 

permanent pasture or rough grazing, except for occasional pioneer forage crops. 

 

The classification includes an initial desktop investigation to examine previously mapped soil 

types and to note the drift and solid geology followed by the field survey consisting auger 

borings at one every 100 m in general and a pit excavated at least in each of the main soil types 

to confirm the structures.  Laboratory analysis of soil textures is undertaken if needed in order 

to confirm textures such the heavy/medium clay and medium/fine sand categories or stone 

contents. All site survey profile data and analysis is detailed in Appendix A. 

 

All of the potential limitations are assessed and then the most limiting factor dictating the ALC 

grade was determined for this site and is detailed in Table 2.  

 

1.2 Previous ALC gradings 

 

The 1:250000 MAFF ALC map (1977) details the entire site as Grade 3 land. 

 

No detailed surveys have been undertaken for the site. 
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2. CLIMATIC LIMITATIONS 

 

2.1 Overall climate 

 

The climatological data for the entire site centre is detailed in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 

Climatological information3 

Factor Units Value 

Altitude AOD m 115 

Accumulated temperature dayC (Jan-June) 1443.7 

Average Annual Rainfall (AAR) mm 974.1 

Field Capacity Days (FCD) days 199.0 

Moisture Deficit Wheat (MDW) mm 91.4 

Moisture Deficit Potatoes (MDP) mm 79.6 

Overall climate Grade Grade 1 

 

Overall climate will not result in a significant limiting factor for this site. 

 

2.2. Local climate 

 

Local climate will not result in a significant limiting factor for this site. 
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3 SITE LIMITATIONS 

 

3.1 Gradient 

 

The gradient will not result in a significant limiting factor for this site as all slopes are less than 

7 degrees. 

 

 

3.2 Microrelief 

 

The microrelief will not result in a significant limiting factor for this site as little slope 

variation exists. 

 

 

3.3 Flooding 

A very low risk of flooding from surface water and very low risk from rivers and sea has been 

identified (https://flood-warning-information.service.gov.uk/long-term-flood-risk).  

 

Flooding will not result in a significant limiting factor for this site. 

 

 

  

https://flood-warning-information.service.gov.uk/long-term-flood-risk
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4 SOIL LIMITATIONS 

 

4.1 Texture and structure 

 

The soils were noted to be slightly to moderately stoney silty clay loams, moderately 

structured,  over either chalk at shallow depths or silty clay loam to 60 cm over the chalk. 

 

The Andover and Charity soil associations have previously been mapped on the site and both 

associations are noted for well drained silty soils over chalk with some flint in places. 

 

BGS maps the entire site on Tarrant Chalk Member. 

 

 

4.2 Depth 

 

Depth will not result in a significant limiting factor for this site. 

 

 

4.3 Stoniness 

 

Stoniness in the topsoil is a significant limiting factor for the soils. 

 

Stone content was measured in the Pit at point 10  (Drawing 1) as ~ 12% stones in the topsoil and 

limits the ALC Grade to 3a. This stone content is estimated for most of the site. 

 

An area in the centre of the site around  Pit 17 (Drawing 1) was measured to have 25% stones in the 

topsoil and limits the  ALC Grade  to 3b. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4 Chemical  

 

Chemical contamination will not result in a significant limiting factor for this site.
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5. INTERACTIVE LIMITATIONS 

 

5.1 Wetness 

 

Following assessment of the soil characteristics and climatic factors, soils were found to have 

Wetness Class 1 (determined using ‘in-field’ assessment) which subsequently when considered 

with the  Field Capacity Days and topsoil texture resulted in no significant limiting factor in 

determining the ALC Grade.   

 

 

 

5.2. Droughtiness 

 

Following assessment of the soil characteristics and climatic factors, soils were found to have a 

soil Moisture Balance which subsequently when considered with respect to wheat and potatoes 

that did not result in the most significant limiting factor in determining the ALC Grade.  

 

 

 

5.3 Erosion 

 

Erosion will not result in a significant limiting factor for this site. 
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6.  AGRICULTURAL LAND CLASSIFICATION 

 

6.1 Most limiting factor 

 
Grade 3a land – Stoniness Limitation  

The stone content of the topsoil (12%) results in ALC Grade 3a for soils across most of the site. 
 

 

Grade 3b land – Stoniness Limitation  

The stone content of the topsoil (25%) results in ALC Grade 3b for soils in an area in the centre of 

the site. 

 

6.2  Current grading 

 

This survey has resulted in an Agricultural Land Classification of the following grades (Drawing 

1): 

 

 

Table 2 ALC gradings and limitations 

Grade ha % Limitation 

1    

2    

3a 20.8 80 Stoniness 

3b 5.2 20 Stoniness 

4    

5    

Non-agricultural land    

Total 26 100%  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DRAWING 1 

 
ALC Grade 

  



 

 

 
Key 
 

 
     Observation point 
        Pit 
 

 

Drawing Title: ALC Grade Drawing No.:  1 

Scale:     NA Date: 26/01/2020 

  N 

         
 

           



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX A 
 

 

Soil profile data 

 

 

Notes 

 

1 All abbreviations relating to soil parameters are standard and derived from the 

guidance documents: 
 

Agricultural Land Classification of England and Wales. Revised guidelines and criteria for 

grading the quality of agricultural land.  MAFF. 1988. 

Soil Survey Field Handbook.  Technical Monograph No.5. Soil Survey of England 

  and Wales.1976. 

 

2 The pit data is detailed in this table and information on structure and stone content 

copied to the boring profiles. 

 

3 Any blanks in the cells indicate the data is not needed or appropriate for that cell. 

 

4 If ‘NA’ is inserted in a cell the information is not appropriate on this occasion. 
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point

Boring 

or Pit
Grad. 
(deg)   

Base 

Depth 

(cm)
Text. Calc Col.

Motts. %/     

depth

Mott/Ped 

face colour

Stns 

%

Stns 

type

Pores 

<0.5 mm 

%

Struct
SPL 

depth 

(cm)

Gleying 

depth 

(cm)

SWC
Grade 

(wetness)
TAv Eav StTAv StEAv MBW

Grade 

(Drought. 

WHEAT)

MBP

Grade 

(Drought. 

POTATOES)

    

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

60 25 10 35 ZCL NA 75YR43 0  20 CHK >0.5 MMSAB   17 10 10 7

120 0 60 10 ZCL NA 10YR81 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

60 25 10 35 ZCL NA 75YR43 0  20 CHK >0.5 MMSAB   17 10 10 7

120 0 60 10 ZCL NA 10YR81 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

120 25 70 45 CHK NA 75YR43 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0    0  0      0 0 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

60 25 10 35 ZCL NA 75YR43 0  20 CHK >0.5 MMSAB   17 10 10 7

120 0 60 10 ZCL NA 10YR81 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

20 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

60 30 10 40 ZCL NA 75YR43 0  20 CHK >0.5 MMSAB   17 10 10 7

120 0 60 10 ZCL NA 10YR81 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

60 25 10 35 ZCL NA 75YR43 0  20 CHK >0.5 MMSAB   17 10 10 7

120 0 60 10 ZCL NA 10YR81 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

30 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

120 20 70 40 CHK NA 75YR43 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0    0  0      0 0 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

120 25 70 45 CHK NA 75YR43 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0    0  0      0 0 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

120 25 70 45 CHK NA 75YR43 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0    0  0      0 0 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

60 25 10 35 ZCL NA 75YR43 0  20 CHK >0.5 MMSAB   17 10 10 7

120 0 60 10 ZCL NA 10YR81 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

120 25 70 45 CHK NA 75YR43 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0    0  0      0 0 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

120 25 70 45 CHK NA 75YR43 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0    0  0      0 0 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

30 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

120 20 70 40 CHK NA 75YR43 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0    0  0      0 0 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

120 25 70 45 CHK NA 75YR43 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0    0  0      0 0 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

120 25 70 45 CHK NA 75YR43 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0    0  0      0 0 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  25 CHK     19  10  

120 25 70 45 CHK NA 75YR43 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0    0  0      0 0 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  25 CHK     19  10  

120 25 70 45 CHK NA 75YR43 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0    0  0      0 0 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  25 CHK     19  10  

60 25 10 35 ZCL NA 75YR43 0  20 CHK >0.5 MMSAB   17 10 10 7

120 0 60 10 ZCL NA 10YR81 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

120 25 70 45 CHK NA 75YR43 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0    0  0      0 0 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

20 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

120 30 70 50 CHK NA 75YR43 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0    0  0      0 0 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

Subsoi l  horizon thickness  for 

droughtiness  ca lcs  (cm)

23.44 2 6.24 2

40.875 1 26.875 1

27.4 2 10.2 1

24.475 2 7.275 2

24.475 2 7.275 2

27.4 2 10.2 1

27.4 2 10.2 1

27.4 2 10.2 1

31.36 1 14.16 1

43.8 1 29.8 1

27.4 2 10.2 1

27.4 2 10.2 1

27.4 2 10.2 1

43.8 1 29.8 1

31.36 1 14.16 1

43.8 1 29.8 1

42.64 1 28.64 1

43.8 1 29.8 1

27.4 2 10.2 1
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43.8 1 29.8 1
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Struct
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SWC
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Grade 

(Drought. 

WHEAT)

MBP

Grade 

(Drought. 

POTATOES)

    

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  25 CHK     19  10  

120 25 70 45 CHK NA 75YR43 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0    0  0      0 0 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  25 CHK     19  10  

60 25 10 35 ZCL NA 75YR43 0  20 CHK >0.5 MMSAB   17 10 10 7

120 0 60 10 ZCL NA 10YR81 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

60 25 10 35 ZCL NA 75YR43 0  20 CHK >0.5 MMSAB   17 10 10 7

120 0 60 10 ZCL NA 10YR81 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

20 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

60 30 10 40 ZCL NA 75YR43 0  20 CHK >0.5 MMSAB   17 10 10 7

120 0 60 10 ZCL NA 10YR81 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

60 25 10 35 ZCL NA 75YR43 0  20 CHK >0.5 MMSAB   17 10 10 7

120 0 60 10 ZCL NA 10YR81 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

60 25 10 35 ZCL NA 75YR43 0  20 CHK >0.5 MMSAB   17 10 10 7

120 0 60 10 ZCL NA 10YR81 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

60 25 10 35 ZCL NA 75YR43 0  20 CHK >0.5 MMSAB   17 10 10 7

120 0 60 10 ZCL NA 10YR81 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

25 To 50 50 to 120 To 70 ZCL NA 10YR43 0  12 CHK     19  10  

60 25 10 35 ZCL NA 75YR43 0  20 CHK >0.5 MMSAB   17 10 10 7

120 0 60 10 ZCL NA 10YR81 0  100 CHK >0.5 CHK   10 7 10 7

120 0 0 0      0      0 0 0 0

Subsoi l  horizon thickness  for 

droughtiness  ca lcs  (cm)

21 B ≤7 1 1 24.48 2 7.275 2

26.875 122 B ≤7 1 1 40.88 1

23 B ≤7 1 1 34.4 1 29.8 1

24 B ≤7 1 1 33.24 1 28.64 1

25 B ≤7 1 1 34.4 1 29.8 1

26 B ≤7 1 1 34.4 1 29.8 1

27 B ≤7 1 1 34.4 1 29.8 1

28 B ≤7 1 1 34.4 1 29.8 1



 

 

 

 
 

Agricultural land Classification  

 

Statement of competence 

 

SES Ltd undertake several dozen Agricultural Land Classification (ALC) or Land Capability 

Classifications for Agriculture (LCCA- Scotland) surveys a year and have worked on sites up to 

1000 ha including housing, roads, solar farm and mineral extraction developments.  We have 

been undertaking ALC surveys for 25 years and have won many contracts to supply Land 

Classification reports to local authorities as part of their strategic development plans. 

 

A number of our staff have attended the training course  Agricultural Land Classification: 

England and Wales. Working with Soil – The IPSS Professional Competency Scheme. BSSS & 

DEFRA.  

 

 

DR ROBIN DAVIES BSc PhD F.I.SoilSci.   

 

• Managing Director – 25 years 

• Fellow of The British Society of Soil Science  

• Council Member of The Institute of Professional Soil Scientists for 4 years. 

• PhD Soil Physics - Agricultural land drainage  -  University of Newcastle upon Tyne  

• Founder and Managing Director of Soil Environment Services Limited for 25 years.  

 

 

Selected peer reviewed scientific papers: 

 

* Soil nitrogen depletion - the threat from soil stockpiling. Environmental Scientist: 

Journal of The Institution of Environmental Sciences, 1997. 

* Nitrogen loss from a soil, restored after surface-mining. Journal of Environmental 

Quality, 1995 

* The influence of soil  factors  on the growth of a grass/clover sward on a restored 

site in Northumberland. Grass & Forage Science, 1994. 

* The  effect  of  post-restoration cropping regime on some physical properties of a 

restored soil.  Soil Use & Management, 1994 

* Water availability  in a restored soil. Soil Use & Management, 1992. 

* A laboratory Method for Investigating the Stabilisation of Mole 

Channels.J.Agric.Eng.Res.1991. 
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